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People-Owned
Network
Ending the rental web by creating a decentralized cloud alternative, download FxFiles and FxFotos, powered by the Fula Network today!

Be the first to know 
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What is the Fula Network?
A secure, encrypted ipfs decentralized storage network that  replaces big tech cloud providers with individual FxBlox owners.
Learn moreWhite paper



Fula Network puts privacy first
Blox - Blockchain-Attached Storage and Personal Server and Blockchain Node.

FxFotos download, backup and migrate your Google and Apple photos. Share securely via decentralized Fula Network

FxFiles -Store and Manage your files with FxFiles File Manager and Utility dApp for your smartphone and desktop




By the People, For the People

Own your data
The Fula Nework is designed to put the power back into YOUR hands. Your data is your property, and yours alone. Your photos, files and data are fully encrypted. Nobody else has a key. 

No ads No subscriptions
The Fula Network gives you private, cloud-like storage. Sharing, collaboration. No ads, no subscription fees. It is designed to be a self-sustainable ecosystem for both owners and developers. 

Earn $FULA tokens
Join the Fula Network by providing backups, resources to others, or develop dApps for the ecosystem. Each time someone uses your resources or apps, you earn $FULA tokens.


FXBlox: The building blocks of our Fula Network
FxBlox is a plug-and-play ipfs decentralized storage alternative that frees you from reliance on subscription cloud services. It lets you share and collaborate exactly as you do in the cloud, while providing private cloud storage and free, open-source apps.
How it works
Crowdfunded
Funded in 5 minutes

FxBlox had a successful crowdfunding campaign on Indiegogo, taking in more than half a million dollars in investment contributions.
Learn moreTimeless Design
Designed by Yves Béhar

Smooth lines and modular buildability, designed by multihyphenate Yves Béhar and his skilled team at fuseproject
Learn more
Our Partners
Functionland is backed by some of the biggest names in Web3 and tech investment including 
Outlier Ventures, Techstars, Protocol Labs and Parity Technologies.
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Our Partners
Functionland is backed by the biggest names in Web3 and investment world
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the blog
FULA in the news

To the Blog
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Functionland News and Updates
Testnet launch Testnet has been initiated, with the on-chain/protocol integration development reaching completion yesterday. Final testing is in progress and expected to conclude within the next few days, assuming all tests pass successfully, which appears to be the case. Keep track of the updates on Functionland's GitHub. Marketing Currently, our primary focus and allocated funds…
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Why use hardware for blockchain?
Though we often forget about it, relegating servers and other hardware to mere support status, hardware plays a crucial role in the digital age. And of course it’s a fundamental part of everyone’s latest digital darling – blockchain technology – where it is responsible for verifying transactions, securing the network and maintaining blockchain’s decentralized database.…
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FxExchange: Functionland’s DAG Exchange Protocol
Every piece of information in the Functionland Data Protocol is encrypted and shielded before it leaves your device. That's how we do things and we wouldn’t have it any other way. But how does it all work? What's really going on when you take a photo and store it on FxFotos app, or save your…



Sign up for updates from Team Functionland
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resources
	> Simulation
	> Fula Protocol
	> FAQ
	> Docs
	> FEC



company
	> Team


Download decentralized storage and compute applications, FxFiles  and FxFotos dApps  and connect to your Functionland Blox today!
hi@fx.land
white paper
Learn more about how we're putting an end to rental web.
White Paper
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